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CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION AMENDMENT BILL 2014 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 7 May. 

MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland) [10.42 am]: Bringing on this Criminal Investigation Amendment Bill just 
this week indicates the shambolic way the general community safety and law and order agenda has been handled 
by this government. This is a non-contentious bill from the opposition’s point of view; in fact, last year, I think, 
we indicated our support for it. The police have been asking for it for years. It is a very simple bill and a very 
simple amendment. The bill is just five clauses long and three of those clauses are administrative. Clause 1 is the 
short title, clause 2 is about when the act will come into commencement and clause 3 points out which principal 
act is being amended. Effectively, just two clauses here are of any import; it is a very simple little bill that will 
have a significant impact on policing in this state. It is a bill that the opposition anticipated might have been 
introduced last year—a bill we were waiting and waiting for and that was eventually introduced in May this year. 
In May this year when the minister made her second reading speech, she pointed out that, once the bill had been 
passed, potentially 46 000 front-line police hours could be saved each year in time spent guarding suspects when 
arrested. I do not know whether that is accurate, but let us take the minister at her word for a moment. We know 
that every year the bill is delayed, potentially 46 000 front-line police hours are wasted. If the government delays 
a bill like this for six months, 23 000 front-line police hours are potentially wasted. The minister said that over 
the course of a year, this is the equivalent of approximately 24 police officers being unavailable to perform  
front-line duties. According to the minister’s own words, a six-month delay therefore means that 12 police 
officers who could have been on the beat are doing other things. In the three or four months 
from May to September—a third of a year—eight police officers could have been on the front line just during the 
delay between the minister introducing the bill and the government choosing not to bring on the bill until this 
week. 

Let us look at the detail of the bill. Effectively, it amends the Criminal Investigation Act 2006, and we are told it 
is to address unintended consequences caused by section 139(3). We were advised that these consequences were 
not contemplated at the time the Criminal Investigation Bill was introduced. We certainly supported the 
Criminal Investigation Bill, but its implementation has caused an unintended consequence that was not 
contemplated presumably by police or anyone else at that time. The minister pointed out in her second reading 
speech — 

Currently, section 139(3) of the Criminal Investigation Act requires that a person arrested on suspicion 
of committing an offence and held pending a charge being laid must be held in the close company of 
a police officer, unless it is impracticable to do so. 

Yet, according to the minister, being in close company does not necessarily include being held in a lockup or 
other place of confinement in close proximity to the officer. The definition of “unless impractical to do so” is 
also ambiguous, according to the minister, and it was not defined in the legislation. I found that a little 
interesting because I think that phrase “unless impractical to do so” features in some other police legislation. 
I assume it is not defined in those circumstances either. We are told by the minister that when a suspect is held in 
a lockup, an officer risks having the court decide that they have breached the legislation and the court may rule 
that any evidence obtained from the suspect is inadmissible. I therefore ask the acting minister whether that 
claim has been made in any cases since the Criminal Investigation Act came into being in 2006. Has that been an 
issue raised at all and has evidence been ruled inadmissible? I am guessing that it has not because I expect that 
the minister would have cited any such examples in her second reading speech. Had that been the case, I expect 
that there would also have been a great deal more urgency in bringing the bill forward. We are told by the 
WA Police Union—it has been confirmed by the minister—that the issue is particularly problematic in regional 
areas of Western Australia where there are limited staffing and facilities. The moment one officer is occupied 
guarding an arrested suspect, presumably in close proximity, they are unable to do other duties, particularly 
front-line duties. We are also told that the current position poses a security risk for police because those arrested 
suspects are being held in places that provide a potential security risk; for example, they may have at least 
partially unrestricted access to parts of a police station that an arrested suspect would not normally have access 
to. They could be in a video room, at a work station, a desk and so forth. There are certainly security issues. 

The opposition does not intend to delay the Criminal Investigation Amendment Bill 2014. This is the first time 
the government has brought this bill forward for debate. The bill contains very sensible amendments, because 
they will save the police time and provide for greater security at police stations. Presumably they will result in 
officers being freed up for the front line. It is a disgrace that the government has sat on its hands for so long and 
has not brought forward these simple amendments until now. I understand that the bill was drafted some time 
last year, but it did not come into Parliament until May this year. We said it was very simple. Effectively, the bill 
has only two clauses of any importance; the others are procedural clauses. We indicated our support 
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a considerable time ago. This reflects very poorly on the government and it reflects particularly poorly on the 
Minister for Police, who has been incredibly slack in bringing forward a whole range of legislation. She seems to 
know little about the priorities of the police or the WA Police Union, and is behind on the agenda.  

There is also the bill that deals with infectious diseases, which is a very serious issue and which the minister 
promised to bring into the house before the end of last year. I raised the issue in the house about two years ago 
and asked when the legislation would come forward. Police officers have been left in a vulnerable situation 
because they have to wait to find out through a series of blood tests over a period of potentially months whether 
they have contracted an infectious disease as a result of an incident involving the bodily fluids of someone with 
whom they have had dealings. Had the bill been dealt with, the perpetrator who spits at the officer or whose 
blood comes into contact with the officer in whatever circumstance—we will get into the detail of the bill when 
the government brings it forward—would be required to have a blood test to resolve straightaway whether that 
person, who assaulted the police officer, carries HIV, hepatitis or a range of other diseases. After a lot of 
harassment, the Minister for Police eventually gave an undertaking that she would definitely introduce the bill 
before the end of last year. In March I put a motion on the notice paper, which, coincidentally, expired yesterday, 
that called for the legislation to be introduced as a matter of urgency. I have asked the minister questions about 
the bills and I have pressed her about why they have not been brought forward. I have never had to deal with 
a minister by putting notices of motions on the notice paper that basically call on the government to introduce 
legislation that is agreeable to both the major parties and that the government has protested is its priority. I do not 
know why there is such inertia within government ranks about bills that support and protect police officers. 

I will also reflect on another piece of legislation that was introduced by the former Minister for Police and dealt 
with criminal penalty infringement notices, or CPINs. We were told that they would save an enormous number 
of police hours and that the bill was absolutely urgent. Indeed, we were told that if the opposition did not get 
behind it and pass it through Parliament quick smart, any delay would mean that hours and hours would be 
wasted while the police dealt with matters that took hours. The tally was way more than 46 000 hours; 
effectively, it was a couple of hundred hours or so of police officers’ time over the course of the year. We were 
told that they would continue to be involved in hours and hours of paperwork, as they are, and I concur with that. 
The CPINs were meant to alleviate all this. It has been three years since the legislation passed through the house. 
We were told that it was urgent, that it would free up tens of thousands of police hours every year and that 
dozens—or a couple of hundred; I forget the number—of extra police officers would be put on the front line 
because of the magnificent system of CPINs. Again, the inertia has been incredible. We gave the government its 
legislation and it has done nothing. When the government gets this bill through today, which it will—it has been 
brought on today for the first time and we will deal with it today—I hope that it gets sent straight to the upper 
house so that it can be passed. I would like clause 2 implemented quick smart. Clause 2 reads — 

This Act comes into operation as follows — 

(a) sections 1 and 2 — on the day on which this Act receives the Royal Assent; 

I call on the Acting Minister for Police to send it straightaway to get royal assent. Clause 2(b) reads — 

the rest of the Act — on a day fixed by proclamation, and different days may be fixed for different 
provisions. 

There are only two provisions. I have no idea why different days might be needed. Get on with it and proclaim 
it! The government should not do what it did with the CPINs legislation. 

I will make reference to a couple of provisions in the bill. We have been told that if an arrested suspect is 
essentially at large in a police station, he or she might hear or read something that is confidential policing 
information because they are being held in operational areas of a police station. A further problem for arrested 
suspects is that they potentially do not have access to bedding or other suitable facilities, such as toilets. When 
suspects are held in police cells, they obviously have access to toilets and bedding and the like. If they are stuck 
in an interview room, which toilet do they use and how do they get there? Does a police officer have to walk 
with the suspect? I understand that these are valid issues. Under the legislation—I make this very clear—there is 
no compulsion to put all arrested suspects into a lockup. In a sense, this is an additional police power. It will give 
police a great deal more flexibility, but with every power comes responsibility. The only caution I signal is that 
police need to use this power responsibly. That change to the law should not be used as a form of punishment for 
an arrested person. I reiterate what the minister said in her second reading speech — 

It should be noted that the amendments do not mean that police will be placing arrested suspects in 
lockups on all occasions. The use of the more general term “custody” will allow determination to be 
made as to where an arrested suspect is held, depending on the risk they pose. 
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Other options such as holding pods or rooms where the door can be shut or locked can also be utilised, 
particularly when the arrested suspect may only be in police custody for a very short period of time. 

All powers can be subject to abuse. That is the only little watching brief or caution. Potentially, putting someone 
in a cell rather than holding them somewhere else in a police station should not be seen as some kind of 
punishment prior to sentencing. That is my concern. It is very important that arrested suspects are held safely and 
treated appropriately. I do not think there is any intention on behalf of those who have proposed the bill—the 
Commissioner of Police, the WA Police Union and the Minister for Police—that anyone will be treated unfairly, 
put in a risky situation or be dealt a kind of punishment prior to sentencing. However, the situation outlined 
needs to be addressed. We were told at the start that this was an unintended consequence of the 
Criminal Investigation Act 2006. I think these proposals are very sensible. As with most things, I think they will 
need to be monitored over time. Police need to be properly educated and trained in the use of these new 
provisions and they need to take heed of the minister’s words in her second reading speech when she said, very 
clearly, and I reiterate — 

It should be noted that the amendments do not mean that police will be placing arrested suspects in 
lockups on all occasions. 

Some commonsense and courtesy needs to prevail in that regard. I note that in speaking today I have used less 
than a quarter of the time allotted to me. I did that deliberately because I want to see this legislation passed 
through this place posthaste. 

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen) [11.00 am]: I will be very brief, but I feel it is incumbent upon me to speak on 
the rationale for these amendments in the Criminal Investigation Amendment Bill. The minister’s second reading 
speech states that one of the impetuses for bringing this legislation was a recognition of the report by the 
Community Development and Justice Standing Committee, of which I am the chair, titled “In Safe Custody: 
Inquiry into Custodial Arrangements in Police Lock-ups”. That report was released earlier this year and the 
government agreed to 14 of the 22 recommendations. Recommendation 11 was supported by police but, 
effectively, it is necessary because of the woeful state of our lockups. The police complained, especially in 
relation to regional and remote lockups, that if there is one police officer in the station and the lockup is out the 
back, it is hard for that police officer to attend to his duties and calls that he may receive if he has to go out to the 
lockup and watch the prisoner. In the course of our inquiry, we found a number of lockups with cells that were 
unfit to be used. In one instance, someone in custody had to be put in the police pod out the back until the 
prisoner could be transported to a lockup that complied with the recommendations of the Royal Commission into 
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. 

We should not be under any illusion: the adoption of recommendation 11 effectively means that the level of 
supervision in lockups will probably decrease. As well as the police union supporting this recommendation, it 
also supported having two police officers in a lockup at any one time. That was as much for the police officers’ 
protection as it was for the prisoner. Allegations are made about the treatment of individuals in lockups and it 
was seen as important that at least one officer supervises another officer when someone is in custody in a police 
station. We have had a number of incidents. One is subject to criminal proceedings, so I will be very careful 
what I say. A recent incident in Broome raised many concerns about the level of supervision of an officer who 
was supervising someone in the lockup. A recent case in Port Hedland is subject to a coronial inquest. Until 
these kinds of concerns are no longer present, there is a real danger if lockups have only one police officer. 

I want to briefly talk about some of the recommendations that the government did not agree to. One of those was 
recommendation 3 — 

• Ensure that detainees in lock‐ups receive timely access to legal services, and in particular ensure 
there is immediate notification of, and access to, legal services by Aboriginal detainees; 

That was not supported by government — 

• Make evidence inadmissible in proceedings in court where a detainee’s right to legal access has 
been deliberately suspended. 

That was not supported by government. Recommendation 4 states — 

That, given the unmet demand, the State Government supplements the funding that the Aboriginal 
Legal Service of WA currently receives from the Federal Government. 

That was not supported. Recommendation 13 states — 

That Western Australia Police discontinue single officer custodial care duties, ensuring a minimum of 
two officers are rostered for custodial care duties at any time. 
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I spoke about that earlier. That was not supported. Recommendation 15 states — 

That Western Australia Police considers abolishing the maximum tenure period of four years in 
locations where continuity of staff would assist in building trust with the Aboriginal community. 

That was also not supported. Some major and key recommendations of this committee were not followed. The 
government has been very selective in proceeding with recommendation 11 because it effectively frees up police 
officers to be out of the station and not providing the level of care and supervision of a person in custody in the 
lockup. We understand that this recommendation needs to be adopted because of the parlous state of many 
lockups. The physical layout of many lockups is such that police officers are not in a position to answer the 
phone if they are out in the lockup closely supervising a prisoner. For that reason, the opposition supports this 
legislation. As I said, the government is not supporting a number of the committee’s recommendations for no 
good reason, and it is a pity that when considering recommendation 11, the government did not think of broader 
amendments to improve access to justice, ensure the fair treatment of people held in custody, limit the exposure 
of police officers to allegation about maltreatment of prisoners while in lockups and give a greater level of safety 
to those in custody. 
MR J.H.D. DAY (Kalamunda — Acting Minister for Police) [11.05 am] — in reply: I am speaking as 
Acting Minister for Police. I thank the Leader of the Opposition and the members for Midland and Girrawheen 
for their support for the Criminal Investigation Amendment Bill and ensuring that this bill is dealt with in a 
timely manner within the Assembly. As was pointed out in the debate just now, and certainly also in the 
minister’s second reading speech, the concern is that a substantial amount of police resources and time is being 
consumed as a result of this provision in the Criminal Investigation Act 2006, which means that arrested suspects 
must be detained in the company of an officer and are unable to be held in a lockup situation unless it is regarded 
as impracticable to do so. I know from direct conversation I had with an officer recently, as well as from advice 
I have had from police more generally, that a large amount of time is consumed in this way. Officers can spend 
hours sitting outside an unlocked room watching a suspect because that is how they must be treated under the 
existing legislation. 
This situation came into effect through a change to the legislation in 2006. It is clearly and explicitly provided in 
the act, but exactly why the provision was put in is unclear. It was not sought by police. It was not, as 
I understand it, a recommendation of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. When the 
legislation was being drafted back then, some had the view that this provision should apply, but it is simply not 
very practicable and certainly does not ensure an appropriate use of police resources. It means the police are tied 
up simply sitting and watching people and suspects can be in an unlocked area in the front part of a police 
station, for example, which is potentially unsafe. Obviously, officers are unable to be out on the road or in the 
community and being more effective in responding to the community needs when they are tied up in this 
manner. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P. Abetz): Members! Can you please keep your voices down if you are having 
conversations or move outside? 
Mr J.H.D. DAY: I refer to a couple of the specific points raised by the opposition and the member for Midland 
in particular. She asked whether any evidence has been ruled as inadmissible as a result of the current provision. 
I am advised that no evidence has been found to be inadmissible. However, commentary made in the 2008 case 
of Thomas v The State of Western Australia stated that an accused had been improperly detained as the accused 
was held in a lockup rather than in close company. The evidence was not ruled inadmissible but there was 
commentary in Justice McKechnie’s judgement about it. It clearly gave rise to concern that perhaps evidence 
would be ruled as inadmissible in the future and therefore somebody who arguably should otherwise be found 
guilty of a particular crime, in some cases of a quite serious offence, would not be found guilty essentially as 
a result of this technicality. It has not been a substantial problem so far, but there is the risk that it will be if the 
situation is not corrected. 
In relation to whether the act can be proclaimed immediately—yes, that is possible. Obviously, once it has 
passed through Parliament—in other words, all provisions of the act, as it will become—it can be proclaimed 
immediately. However, I am advised that WA Police needs to amend its policy and training to reflect the 
amendment and that this will be expedited to ensure that the changed arrangements can be put into place as 
quickly as possible. 
Regarding how police treat suspects and the quite reasonable suggestion that suspects should not be held in 
a lockup if that is not justified or necessary, that is the intention. Because this provision in the act is being 
changed does not mean that people will automatically be held in a lockup. Other areas, such as holding pods and 
suitable rooms, will be utilised where appropriate. I am also advised that police have an internal policy in place 
to ensure that persons in custody are treated fairly and reasonably. Of course there is a whole range of 
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supervision and inquiry that police are subject to when complaints are made that members of the public who are 
suspects, or whoever, are treated unreasonably or unfairly. The police are subject to a lot of scrutiny in that 
respect. This is a sensible change. 
I thank the Labor opposition for its support for the Criminal Investigation Amendment Bill 2014. I hope it passes 
through the Legislative Council expeditiously so that it can be put into effect and we can ensure that police are 
free to be more effective in their roles in the community in either preventing or responding to crime, and the 
other issues that they deal with. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a second time. 
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading. 

Third Reading 
MR J.H.D. DAY (Kalamunda — Acting Minister for Police) [11.13 am]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a third time. 
Again, I thank the opposition for facilitating the passage of this bill. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council. 
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